
March 2021 Students of the Month 

English- Gianna Esposito 

“Gianna has been a ray of sunshine throughout the year.  No matter what is happening, 

how our schedules are changing, or what technology struggles she is facing, Gianna 

remains positive! She has contributed many valuable comments to our discussions and 

always makes me smile! I am grateful for Gianna, and all of my students like her who 

have helped make distance learning more enjoyable!”-Ms. Musibay 

 

Math- Briana Dumeng 

“Briana has been an absolute pleasure to have in Geometry class. During the time in 

which we were all virtual, Briana would frequently come to office time to ask for 

clarification on various problems. Once we were able to come back to school, Briana 

would still ask questions in class as well as answer questions that would pose. She is 

always participating with a smile on her face. I know I can always count on Briana to 

give an equation or explain how a problem is solved.”-Ms. Neral 

 

Social Studies- Caralyn Rexroad 

“Caralyn has worked hard all year in Social Studies and consistently contributes to class 

discussions, offering interesting insights.  She consistently turns in high levels of work 

that show much thought and effort.  She is a positive role model and leader within the 

classroom.”- Mr. Smith 

 

Science- Danielle Lane 

“Danielle Lane is a CP Chemistry student who is extremely conscientious in her 

independent and collaborative work.  She is happy to assist her peers when called 

upon, or when other students have not volunteered answers.”- Ms. Johnston 



Music- Alexandra Natale 

“Alexandra Natale is a Junior at JTHS.  She has spent three years engaged in all 

aspects of our Band program, including Symphonic Band, Wind Ensemble, Jazz Band 

and Marching Band.  Ally is always willing to go above and beyond to ensure the 

group's success.  She has taken on solo parts and learned new instruments, setting a 

fantastic example for her peers.  Ally currently plays the alto, tenor and baritone 

saxophones and can switch between them with ease. When COVID lockdowns forced 

our school to go virtual, Ally established a disciplined, independent practice routine that 

continues today and is truly inspiring.  Alexandra Natale is a highlight of the JTHS 

music program who is well deserving of this accolade.  Congratulations, Ally!”-Mr. 

Gugger 

 

Health/PE- Rocco Weaver 

“Rocco brings so much positive and fun energy to PE. He shares ideas of what to do in 

class, he cares for his classmates and participates to the best of his ability in all 

activities. He brings a smile to all of our faces when we need it most. Rocco is an 

awesome student to have in class and I look forward to seeing him every day!”-Ms. 

Cannarozzi 

 

World Language- Daniel Mysliwiec 

“I generally value hard work over natural ability, but it is a rare joy to find natural talent 

alongside an impressive work ethic. Daniel works diligently to demonstrate a real 

ownership of his learning.  His school work, including careful and fluent pronunciation, 

meticulous class assignments and summative assessments display an impressive 

mastery of the concepts and structures. He is well on his way to being trilingual, fluent in 

three languages. Congratulations Daniel!”-Ms. Gray 

 

 



Business- Michael Rothstein 

“From the first day of class, Michael has been an exemplary student in every way. He is 

a self-starter who often completes his assignments early - and with more accurate and 

detailed information than is required.  Michael enjoys learning about the world of 

business and plans on making this his major in college. Michael responds to open-

ended questions with introspection and candor, adding value that is spot-on, 

educational, and often real-world based.  He enhances our virtual learning environment 

by volunteering to answer questions and giving his opinion and perspective. Michael is 

a focused and diligent student, as well as a polite and respectful young man. He has a 

bright future ahead. Michael has been a pleasure to have in class.”- Mr. Pisciotto 

 

Video Production- Andrew Bacigalupo 

“Andrew has shown a lot of commitment to Video Production 1 and has begun to create 

some strong work. As he develops his own unique style, he shows a great deal of 

potential, not only in creativity and technical savvy, but also in leadership skills. I'm 

excited to see what his productions will look like as he continues in the class.”-Mr. 

Kazanfer 

 

 

 
Technology- Daniel Jedrzejczyk 

“I have the pleasure of having Dan in both Engineering 1 as well as Robotics 1 classes. 

Dan always works hard and strives to add his own creativity while adhering to project 

goals.  Dan works enthusiastically on every project and often adds features or 

functionality in addition to the project goals.  He has excellent critical thinking skills and 

really puts a lot of thought and effort into design challenges and he maintains excellent 

grades in both classes. Dan is also always willing to help his fellow classmates and a 

pleasure to have in class. Dan likes to play video games or go outside and ride his bike. 

He would like to pursue a career in either Math or Engineering.”- Ms. Sawicki 



Art- Lacie Blaha 

“We have a lot of talented artists in our High School, and Lacie Blaha is a shining 

example of that. Lacie is an extremely creative 9th grade art student who is engaged, 

on task, and excelling on all her assignments. Way to go Lacie, keep up the good 

work!”-Ms. Canales 

 

Science- Tyler Cooper 

“Tyler is a motivated and determined student who always wants to do well during class. 

Regardless if he is virtual or in-person, Tyler puts forth such an incredible effort on all 

his assignments. Tyler will make the effort to participate, ask questions and is a strong-

self advocate. He is an absolute pleasure to have as a student this school year.”-Ms. 

Hutchinson 


